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RECENTLY PATENTED INVENTIONS. 
The patents described In this department 

have been secured through the Scientific 
American Patent Agency, 361 Broadway, 
New York, N. Y. 

Electrical Devices. 

ELECTRICAL HOI ST.-G. RASMUS, New 
York; N. Y. The object Is this case Is to pro
vide an electric hoist having an electric mo: 
tor provided with a revoluble armature 
and a revoluble field, the latter being driven 
from the armature and forming the hoist
ing drum, so that the apparatus takes up very 
little room, requires nO brake mechanism and 
is exceedingly serviceable for use In overhead 
traveling cranes. 

TELEPHONE-RECEIVER SUPPORT.-M. M. 
KAHN, Louisville, Ky. This invention llIuse 
trates a very simple and serviceable device for 
use In supporting a telephone recelvel,' In proper 
position near the transmitter so as to leave the 
hand of the user free. The device comprises an 
ingenious series of connected members, the 
inner end being attachable to the arm of an 
ordinary telephone transmitter and at the outer 
end a standard Is provided the top of which 
forms a 'Seat for the receiver and the foot of 
which Is adapted to rest on a desk or other 
convenient support. 

Scientific Amerisan 

the two �Ilehe!l In engagement with each other I PNEUMATIC ACTION.-H. MEYER, New 
and prevent the window from being opened. York, N. Y. The Invention relates to self-Play- I , 

Heatlllll and Lighting ers, self-playing pianos, and like musical In- I • struments, and Its object Is to provide a pneu- ! GAS-MANTLE SUPPORT.-C. J. BARTON, matlc action which is very compact, not liable Big Rapids, Mich. The so-called gas mantles to get out of order and arranged· to allow attached to gas burners for intensifying the convenient and minute adjustment of the valve brilliancy of the flame, are very brittle and from the outside, to render the aetion exceedliable to be cracked or broken 00' when jarred Ingly sensitive. or otherwise set suddenly in vibration. To 
avoid this result, and thug prolong the "life" DOOR OPENER AND CLOSER.-P. D. 
of such mantles, the Inventor has devised an GALARNEAU and W. S. NEWTON, East St. Louis, 
Improved means for supporting them from a Ill. The construction of this device embodies 
burner. a line having two branches, one of which is 

Household Utlllt1es. 

WRINGER.-D. A. SAWYERS, Unionville, 
Iowa. The. Invention is particularly useful In 
connection with deVices used for wringing out 
mops, wash-rags, and the like. An object Is 
to provide a wringer arranged to be moved 
from place to place, having a frame adapted 
to support a receptacle such as a pall, and pro
vided with means for wringing out mops, wash
rags, and the like. 

TABLE.-A. B. PHELAN, Alliance, Neb. This 
invention relates more particularly to Improve
ments In that type of table In which there is 
provided a compartment beneath the top thereof 
which may be uncovered by moving said top. 

attached directly to the door and the other 
passing to the door lock and connected there
with In such a manner that when the line Is 
pulled the door If locked and closed will be un
locked and then opened, or if the door be 
opened, a pull on the Une wlll close It. 

PrilDe Movers and
. 
Their Accessories. 

VALVE MECHANISM FOR ENGINES.-W. 
L. WAYRYNEN, Dolph, S. D. One of the objects 
In this Invention Is the provision of means 
whereby the exhaust valve Is automatically 
opened at the end of the exhaust stroke and 
held open by the escaping gas while the 
piston Is completing Its exhaust stroke. 

HINTS TO CORRESPONDENTS'. 
Full hints to correspondents were printed at 

the bead of this column In the issue of August 
!:Ith, or will pe sent by mall on request. 

(10863) P. M. says: I am a high-

ELECTRIC RAILROAD-SIGNAL. - T. C. The compartment may be employed for the 
storage of kitchen or table articles, or may. 
If desired, be employed as a sink. 

FOGARTY, F. W. BROCK, and F. A. BOWDLE, 
Chatham, Ill. The improvement Is In the na
ture of a novel construction and arrangement 
of block signal systems and relates especial
ly to that form of signal systems adapted 
for electric railroads In which a continu
ous feed wire carrying an operating circuit 
of 650 volts Is employed. The Invention con
sists in the construction and arrangement of 
the flwitch and switch operating devices con
trolled by the passage of the car. 

GAS-1<JNGINE IGNlTER.-W. C. PLAN:!:, Las 
Flores, Lower California, Mexico. This Inven
tion relates to improvements In Ignition de
vices for use In Internal combustion engines, 
and more partic ularly to that type of Ignition 
device In which a small portion of the ex
plosive charge Is compressed In the Ignition 
cylinder to such a pressure that It spontan
eoualy Ignites and serves for Igniting the main 
charge In the main engine cylinder. 

school boy, and a friend of mine and I want 
to construct a wireless telegraph. Our homes 
are .about one mile apart and we want to 
know If It would be possible' to construct one 
at a reasonable cost. 1. Would thunder
storms cause any trouble; I. e., If lightning 
struck the pole what would happen? 2. About 
how high would the poles have to lie? 3. Have 
there been any articles In the SUPPLEM];JNT 
telling how to construct a simple wireless tele
gra'ph? 4. Could you refer us' to a few good 
books on the subject obtainable at a public 
library? A. We can furnish you SUPPLEMENT 
No. 1363, price ten cents', which contains a 
full description of a set of wireless telegraph 
apparatus for sending one mile. A huger set 
is described In SUPPLEMENT No. 1605, with full 
Instructions for setting up and tUning a sta
tion, In SUPPLEMENT Nos. 1622, 1624, 1625, 
at ten cents each. These will give you the 
principal points which you will require to 
know. Of course a thunder-storm, or light
ning, will do to the aerial for the wireless tele
graph just what It will do to any other tall 
object which it strikes. The apparatus must 
be provided with Ii. reliable lightning arrester. 
The aerial Is always provided with a good 
ground. It Is Indispensable. Perhaps an aerial 
18 feet a-bove the house top will answer for a 
mile transmission. We would name good books 
for your study, Collins's "Wireless Telegraphy," 
price $3.00; Maver's "Wireless Telegraphy," 
price $3.00; Collins's "Manual for Operators," 
price $1.50. We shall be glad to furnish any 
or all of these books upon order. 

OC Interest to Fannerl!l. 

SEED-CLEANER.-J. H. HEMPEN, Alexan
dria, La. This Invention Is particularly useful 
In connection with appara tus for cleaning and 
freeing from foreign substances, cotton-seed, 
rice, wheat, corn, and other grain. Th'e cleanser 
frees the seed from chaO' and trash, as well a.s 
from particles of foreign matter or other Im
purities of higher specific gravity than the 
seed. It Is automatic In action, and adjustable 
for use II' cleansing seeds or granular material, 
and In "hlch Impurities capable of magnetic 
attraction are removed from the material by 

WASTE-PIPE CLEANER.-W. T. LISENBY, 
Longbeach, Cal. The Invention Is an Improve
ment In waste pipe cleaners, having among 
other () bjects, the provision of an eO'ective' 
means for instantly unchoklng and cleansing 
waste pipes which become clogged with paper, 
grease, or other foreign substance. Means are 
provided whereby as the piston Is reciprocated 
any material which might become lodged In 
the pipes Is positively forced out. 

COMBINED CLOTHES AND CLOTHES-PIN 
RECEPTACLE.-W. H. CARPENTER, Lehr, N. 
D. The receptacle Is adapted to be carried 
upon the person for use In hanging clothes 
up()n or removing them from a line. The In
ven tor's aim Is to provide an Inexpensive and 
simple receptacle of separate compartments, 
adapted to be hung l1y means of suitable 
straps from the shoulders of the user. 

ELASTIC-FLUID BURNER.-W. F. LEES; 
H. A. LEES, and C., W. GRISE, San Diego, Cal. 
The Invention refers to elastic fluid turbines, 
the more particular object being to produce a 
turbine opera ted by the expansive force of 
gases, such as are produced by the explosion 
of heavy or light crude oil, petroleum refuse, 
anthracite, and bituminous gases, water and 
coal gases, benzine, gasolene, ethylene, marsh 
gas, natural gas, acetylene gas, semi-water gas, 
producer gas, various hydrocarbon gases, and 
alcohol. 

(10864) H. H. F. says: Having stud
ied the question from all sides, I shol:Ild like 
to know wha-t reason there Is for not using a 

RanwaYI!I and Their AC!ces!lorlel!l. vertical open front engine on sldewheel steam-
ADJUSTABLE EXHAUST FOR LOCOMO- ers. According to several engineers on slde

TIVES.-H. H. MACKEY, Durand, Mich. In wheel vessels, this type of engine could be 
Mac hines and Mechanical Devices. the present patent the object -of the . Invention used to good advantage by simply placing the 

SELF-LUBRICATING SHAFT. - E. L. Is the provision of. a new and Improved ad- machine across the beam of the ship Instead 
meanS of an electric magnet. 

DRAFT DEVICE FOR 
WOOD, Long Island City, N. Y. There Is dlffi- justable exhaust for locomotives, arranged to of fore and aft, swinging the shaft a little 

PLOWS.-A. J. culty In lubricating shafting revolving at high control the draft of the boller, according to I lower and placing the cylinders well up In 
I t velocities, because centrifugal force repels the the work done at the time by the engine, so I the housing. It Is a well-known fact that MINOR, Canton, S. D. The Invention re a es 

to draft devices, and especially to such devices oil. Mr. Wood puts the oil Inside. This has as to save fuel. inclined engines wear on the underside of all 

when used for drawing plows. More specifically, been before proposed but he has made Im- CAR-REPLACER.-W. M. KITCHEN Ha-' the parts of cylinders, slides, piston, making 
to draft mechanism of this kind which is con. provements which are radical and Important. vana Fla. In operation the derailed �ar Is It hard to keep' them In good shape. In using 
structed so as to enable the animals to be He provides convenient and reliable means of moved forward until the flanges of the wheels a' .vertlcal engine, all this would be done away 
hitched to the plow out of alinement with the Insuring a slow discharge under all condi- engage the Inclined faces of the Integral WIth, and these advantages gained: Economy 
plowshare, a construction being provided which tlons, with an Increased rate of discharge fllinges. Continued movement of the car forces of space, compactness, even running and .wear
tends to prevent side draft. Thus, the plow when the shaft Is revolved. the wheels toward the ralls and as the flanges ing of parts, accessibility of parts, dynamos 
will continue In a straight line although the HYDRAULIC PRESS.-T. E. HOLMES, 8 engage the friction rollers, they trip the wheels, could be placed In engine room, less Vibration. 

pulling force Is applied at a laterally displaced Oakdale Road, Nether Edge, Sheffield, England. dropping them onto the ralls with flanges In A. We are doubtful If the use of vertical en
point. The construction facilitates adjustment This Invention pertains to hydraulic forging proper position The plates are laid flat upon gines with cylinders above the shaft would 
of the device to suit the pulling force. presses and the like worked by means of steam the ties and e�gagement of the groove of one eO'ect either of the first two or the last of the 

OC General Interest. 

BOTTLE-NECK AND CLOSURE THERE
FOR.-A. MCCAMBRIDGE, Williamstown, N. J. 
The purpose In this case Is to provide details 
of construction for a bottle neck and closure 
which are very simple, and that when assem
bled after the bottle has been filled, will per
mit the free out-pouring of the liquid contents 
of the bottle but prevent refill1ng of the bottle. 

CARD-HOLDER.-P. M. MATHESON, San 
Juan, Porto Rico. The holder Is used In af· 
fixing price marks to clothing and articles In 
show windows, etc. The device Is constructed 
of a single piece of wire by bending It to a 
point Intermediate Its length to provide a 
head, with the free ends of the wire brought 
together and arranged side by side, one 01 
which Is forme{l with a pointed extremity to 
provide a pin, and the other bent upon Itself 
In a plane at right-angles to the plane of the 
head to produce a hook for engaging and hold· 
ing. the card. 

SHA VING-MUG.-T. D. McKOWN, PI1!tsburg, 
Ga. One of the objects of the Invention Is to 
provide a simple and Inexpensive mug, In which 
a soap holder Is provided with a water-jacket 
servlIig to keep the .soap suds from drying out 
when the mug Is being used, and so constructed 
that the entire device can be easily and thor
oughly cleaned. 

RECEPTACLE-HOLDER . .,-C. C. LITTLE, San 
Jose, CaL The holder Is for use In holding 
cups, glasses and other like receptacles more 
especially constructed for tbe use .of water 
color painters In outdoor sketching, and Is 
adapted to be applied to the cross bar of an 
easel or other support In a manner to carry 
the glass In an upright position. There Is a 
seat provided for the glass, and means for em
bracing the body thereof when placed on the 
seat, and for attaching the holder to a sup
port. 

Hardware. 

WINDOW-LOCK.-L. G. MILLER, New York, 
N. Y. The Ipvention relates more partlcula.rly 
to that type of lock which Includes a locking 
member secured to one sash, and a keeper or 
casing on the other sash, adapted to engage 
with one end of the locking member to retain 

hydraulic Intensifier apparatus, and wherein of two �lates with the rail retains the other In advantages you claim for I t  in sidewheel 

the valves for controlling the admission and place and the latter Is retained In place by steamers (economy of space, compactness, or 

exhaust of steam to and from the Intensifier weight of derailed car the flange of the first reduced vibration). There might be some 

and ,lifting cylinders and for controlling the mentioned plate receiving the greater stress. economy of hold sp�ce by having the cylinders 

connections between the air vessel and the vertical Instead of Inclined, but this would be 

high pregsure hydraulic system are all con
trolled by a single handing lever. 

FRICTION-CLUTCH.-H. N, DAVIS, Inde
pendence, Mo. The object of the. Invention Is 
to provide a clutch very eO'ective and prac
tically noiseless, and arranged to automatic
ally connect the driving member with the 
member to be. driven, as long as the driving 
member rotates In a forward direction, and to 
Imm�dlately and automatically ·release the 
driven member as soon as the forward motion 
of the driving member ceases or the driving 
member runs In a reverse direction. 

at the expense of deck or cabin space. The 
.Pertalnlna- to Recreation. larger the diameter of the paddle wheel the 

TOY.-A. E. WOOLNOUGH, New York, N. Y. greater Its leverage, and consequently the 
The Invention relates to dolls, bears, and similar greater the height of the shaft above water
figure toys, having movable members such as line, and lowering of the shaft would reduce 
legs or arms, and Its object Is to provide a I this leverage. The principal objection to super
toy arranged to allow of turning any one Imposed vertical cylinders, however, would be 
of the movable members Independent of the the raising of the center of gravity of the 
others, and to hold the movable members firmly boat higher above the center of buoyancy, tend
In any adjusted position, and to produce sounds Ing to topheavlness, and the use of horizontal 
within the body of the toy on turning any one or Inclined engines Is with a view to keeping 
of the movable members. the center of gravity of· the boat as low as 

FISHING-FLOAT.-W. VON ROSENBERG, JR., possible to give Increased stablllty. For this 

Austin, Tex. The Inventor has for his object I reason If vertical cylinders were used It would 

AIR-LOCK FOR MINES AND TUNNELS.--':'" the co structlon of a float the attachment and be better to have them below than above the 

detach�ent of which may be eO'ected with great ! �haft. Another objection to vertical cylinders 

facility; and further to Improve the float, or In a sldewheel steamer Is the Increased ten

rather Its attaching means, to the end that dency to roll In a beam sea due to the alter

when the line is subjected to undue strain, as nate vertical thrust of the pistons on opp()slte 

when the hook or sinker Is snagged, that the ends of the shaft, whereas the alternate thrust 

line will not be subjected to a breaking strain in a fore-and-aft direction has no such ten

at the float, In response to Its tendency to dency and only causes an uncomfortable vlbra

assume a straight direction under the tension tlon In over-englned boats. 

P. H. DURACK, El Paso, Tex. In carrying out 
the Invention two all' locks are provided, one 
being located near the mouth of the mine 
shaft or tunnel, and another being placed 
contiguous to the heading or foot of the shaft 
or tunnel; and two pipes are arranged In the 
shaft or tunnel, one' for conducting fresh all' 
Into the same and the other for remo;vlng foul 
all' and water therefrom. 

SOUND - REPRODUCING MACHINE. - J. 
SCHWAN, New York, N. Y. The machine is con
structed as a permanent part of a support hav
Ing a flat top and In the nature of a table, and 
the machine casing Is movably supported below 
the top. The support Is provided with a num

'ber of horns radiating to Its border and connect
Ing' with the horn of the machine, which serve 
to uniformly distribute the sound waves 
throughout the roorn. Thus the ordinary use 
of the support as a table Is not Impaired,' and 
the machine, which is to many an unsightly ob
ject, Is concealed and protected from dust. 

SELF-CONTROLLING DEVICE FOR NOTE
SHEETS.-H. MEYER, New York, N. Y. The 
object of the Invention Is to provide a device, 
more especially designed for causing the note 
sheet to travel at a uniform speed by rotating 
the winding up roller at a speed decreasing 
in proportion as the sheet winds up on the 
winding up roller, thus compensating for the 
Increase iIi peripheral speed by t'he Increasing 
thickness of the note sheet roll on the winding 
up roller. 

exerted .on the line. (10865) E. B. M. says: I, as well as 
PUZZLE.-G. CHAPMAN, Arlington, N. J. 

The object In this Instance Is the provision of 
a puzzle embodying a movable body and a 
certain defined course or path over which the 
body Is to be moved, the' body and path being 
screened from the direct view of the operator 
who observes them only through the :reflection 
of a mirror, whereby the natural order of things 
Is reversed. 

Pertaining to Vehicles. 

ROLLER.-J.· M. BRALY, Vlllapark, N. J. The 
Invention Is particularly useful In connection 
with road and lawn rollers as well as rollers 
for other purposes. One object Is to provide 
an Inexpensive roller having a smooth and 

several friends, am obliged by our business to 
go Into out-of-the-way regions where the need 
may possibly arise to use a revolver against 
a "heathen." Perhaps your valuable columns 
may settle a discussion which has arisen. 
1. Which has the greater penetration and 
muzzle velocity-one of ·the modern smoke
less-powder automatic revolvers such as the 
Mauser or the Colt 32- or 38-caliber auto
matic, or a heavy "frontier" 44- or 45-callber 
revolver using black powder? A. The small
bore automatic pistols using high-explosive 
smokeless powder are beautiful pieces of 
mechanism and have undoubtedly both higher 
penetration and muzzle velOCity than the older 
and larger-bore weapons using black powder, 
but for self-preservation in emergency com-hard rolling surface, and so constructed that d b II t th I tt f th the height of the roller Is suitably propor- men 

.
us y a means 0 e. a er, or e 

tloned to the wei ht thereof to render the de- followmg reasons: If you WIsh to see
. 

how 

vice most efficlenf ' I far Into a boiler plate or how far up the 
.graln of a log of wood you can shoot, the 

NOTE.-Coples . of any of these patents wtll I small-bore, high-explosive weapon is preferable; 
be furnished by Munn & Co. for ten centfl eacb .. If, again,. you are sitting in a fort or other 
Please stllte the name of the patentee, title of I cover and you ha.ve no weapon but a pistol 
the invention, and date of this paper. with which to pick 00' as large a number as 
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possible of men advanCing to attack you across (10868) P. Y. asks: Suppose record-
half a mile of open country, use the Colt or ing maximum and minimum pressure gage is 
Mauser repeating pistol by all means; you lowered below the disturbing infiuence of the 
can use it from the shoulder with a detach
able stock and do vastly more accurate long
range shooting than you can begin to do with 
!lny other pistol. But for more ordinary self
defense at close range, we should certainly 
prefer the older, larger-bore, slower-shooting 
pistol. 2. From the experience of army offi
cers and frontiersmen, which of the typ�s of 
revolvers above mentioned is thought to have 
the greatest "stopping power"; 1. e., suppos
ing that a vital part was not struck, which 
arm would have the greatest disabling effect? 
A. As to "stopping power," it is not a ques
tion of "supposing a vital part were not 
struck"; a vital part may be' pierced by a 
small-bore, high-penetration bullet without its 
stopping the aggressor sufficiently quickly. The 
writer has repeatedly had the experience of 
being unable to find, in dense jungle, game 
which he felt sure had been mortally wounded, 
and the more convincing evidence of finding, 
after great difficulty, animals which proved 
to have been shot through the heart or the 
brain, but which had had strength enough to 
hide themselves 100 feet or so away from 
where they were hit in dense jungle' before 
they dropped dead. These were shot with a 
.303 Sporting Lee Metford high-penetration, 
fiat·trajectory, range anything up to three 
miles, a beautiful little gun with which the 
writer has done better target shooting than 

waves, in the open sea, during a calm, what 
effect wiII the ebb and fiow of the waves have 
on the gages during a storm, we will say at 
the time when the difference is 10 feet from 
the normal, or 20 feet from the crest to 
trough? A. A pressure gage under water will 
show the change of pressure due to change 'of 
depth of water. It can make no difference 
whether the depth changes because of a wave 
or because of a change of depth of the gage. 
If the water becomes ten feet deeper, the gage 
if sensitive enough wiII indicate that fact. 

(10869) G. R. M. asks: Please answer 
through your paper- the folIowing ,questions: 
On a direct-current system a 16-candle-power 
incandescent lamp consumes :If.! ampere cur
rent per hour at 110 volts = 55 watts. Does 
the same lamp operating on alternating current 
of the same voltage consume an equal amount 
current equal in both cases? Why do wires 
carrying alternating current heat if both are 
not placed in same iron' conduit or not con
centrically wound? A. A 55-watt 16-candle
power lamp uses 55 watts on any form of 
current on which it can be raised so as to 
give 16 candles. It uses a half ampere all the 
time, and 55 watt-hours per hour. Wires 
carrying any form of current are heated by 
the current, producing 0.24C"Rt calories, in 
which 0 is amperes, R is ohms and t is the 
time in seconds. This cannot be avoided by 
any arrangement of the wires. It is the price 
in calories which must be paid to get a cur
rent over a line. 

(10870) P. H. K. writes: Is ice 
formed from sea water salt or fresh? A 
claims that it is salt. B claims that it is im
possible to have salted ice, as in the process 
of freezing the salt is eliminated. Who is 
right, A or B? A. When aqueous solutions 
freeze, the solids in solution tend to separate 
from the water, and the ice thus formed is 
pure or nearly so. It would not be easy to 
form a block of uniformly salted ice. This 
is sometimes expressed by saying that water 
freezes itself pure, which is not' a very correct 
manner of stating what takes place. The 
water freezes molecule by molecule, and the 
solid in solution is separated from its solvent, 
the unfrozen portion of the solution becoming 
finally a saturated solution. B has the better 
of the argument. 

(10871) H. L. S. says: Will you please 
inform me how to connect up an electric bath
tub? A. If the tub is of metal, connect one 
of the electrodes to the metal, while the other 
is held in the hand. If of porcelain, connect 
one electrode to a metal plate and place in the 
water. 

_ with any other, but which he gave up for big
game shooting in favor of a .500 express and 
an old converted mlIltary Snider .550 en
tirely on account of the higher stopping power 
of the latter much older models which pos
sessed none of the above-mentioned advantages 
of the former,- and never after lost game which 
he was at all confident of having hit. He has 
also narrowly escaped the charge of a rhino
ceros which proved afterward to have been 
mortally wounded by the small-bore gun, and 
once received a nasty crack on the head from 
the kris of an "Amok" Malay (fortunately 
turned fiatwise by a blow on the latter's up
raised arm) after the "heathen" had been 
pierced through the heart, while stIlI at least 
five yards from the writer by at least one 
Mauser automatic pistol bullet .. The best stop
ping weapon we know of is a' well-thrown, 
heavy sheath knife, but to be effective it must 
be thrown, as the writer has repeatedly seen 
it by an old side-partner, so as to insert about 
three inches of its blade through the ace of 
spades tacked to a post at about 20 yards, 
and as this requires a good deal of practice, 
we recommend you in the meantime to use the 
biggest-bore revolver you can get; the slowest
burning black powder makes a ball travel 
much faster than any man can rush at you, 
which is all you want. Use a double action 
(self·cocking) revolver by all means, but be

yond that point, without depreciating improve- (10872) M. M. asks; 1. If lightning 
ments in mechanism, we have never been able strikes in a body of water where a man ·is 
to see the real advantage of automatic ,ejec-, swimming, wiII he feel it if it strikes within 
tors, top breaks and similar devices beyond I a hundred yards of him? A. We do not know 
convenience when at target practice. When any reason why a person should be affected by 
you are in a really tight place and have used lightning striking the water in which he is 
six cartridges, you won't have time to reload I swimming. The earth is at zero potential and 
anyhow, however quick your automatic ejector, 'is of infinite capacity, from which it follows 
and you will have as much chance with the that no amount of electricity can raise the 
butt of a 20-year-old Colt with about 7th electrification of the earth so that a man could 
inches of barrel, a s  with that o f  an up-to-date be shocked by it when he is immersed in it. 
revolver with all the latest mechanical devices. The case is the same as that of a man buried 

(10�66) D. E. W. says: Will you in the ground or in a cellar under the ground. 
No lightning stroke can harm him in either of 
these positions. Of course a man's head pro
jecting above the water might be struck, but 
this is not the condition which you suppose. 
2. Which will break first, a rope 5 feet long 
or a rope 100 feet long, if it has the same 
strength all over the rope and the same 
strength puIIlng it? A. If two ropes, one 5 
feet long and the other 11)0 feet long, are 
pulled equally, the ropes being supported at 
the ends only, the longer rope wiII break 
first, since its weight is greater than that of 
the shorter rope, and is added to the pull 
upon it. If the ropes were lying on the 
ground or other support, we do not think the 
difference in length would make any difference 
in breaking strength, although we are aware 
that many hold the opposite opinion. 

please tell me if it is a fact that there is a 
t otal �clipse of the sun every 18 years and 
10 days? A. Eclipses, solar and lunar alike, 
occur in a period of 18 years and 11 1-3 days, 
very nearly. It wlII be 10 1-3 days if there 
happen to have been five leap years in the 
period. No one knows when this fact was 
discovered, but it is certain that the Chaldeans 
knew it and predicted eclipses by its aid. About 
70 eclipses O(lcur in this period, varying some
what because new eclipses come in at the 
eastern limit and old ones disappear at the 
western limit. The name of this period is the 
Saros. Of the 70 eclipses in a Saros, there 
are usually 29 lunar and 41 solar eclipses; 
and of. the 41 solar eclipses, 10 are usually 
total. 

(10867) F. B. asks: Why do not the (10873) J. W. H. asks: Is there any 
equal days a�d nights occur when the sun 
crosses the celestial equator? For example, 
in one almanac calculated for latitude 40 deg. 
N., on March 21 last the sun entered Aries and 
spring began, but the nearest equal day oc
curred on March 18, three days before, while 
in' '1eptember the nearest equal day occurs on 
September 27, four days after. A. Equal days 
and nights do occur every time the sun crosses 
the equator. The day is just twelve hours and 
the night twelve hours long. But because of 
the equation of time the clock time of sunrise 
and sunset varies from six. The true sun is 
east of the mean or clock sun by about seven 
minutes in March and a little more than seven 
minutes' to the west in September. See any 
good textbook of astronomy for a full ex
planation of this. Todd's, price $ 1.75, or 
Young's "General Astronomy," price $3, are 
recommended and can be supplied by us. 2. 
What causes the synodic revolution of the 
nodes of the moon, and why does the line of 
apsides change? A. The synodic revolutions of 
the moon's line of apsides and the regression 
of the nodes of the moon's orbit are caused 
by the disturbing action of the sun upon the 
moon. The discussion of these effects consti
tutes the problem of the three bodies. A good 
elementary presentation of the problem 'may be 
foUnd in YOung's "General Astronomy." 

difference in the strength of a magnet with 
a '.4 -inch core and one with a 1,8 -inch core if 
both are wound with the same amount of 
wire? Would it make any difference to the 
strength of a magnet having a '.4-inch core to 
have the core thinned down to 1,8 inch at the 
bending point? The reason for doing this is 
to make it easier to bend after the magnet is 
bound. A. The ease with which lines of mag
netic force can pass through the core of an 
electromilgnet is proportional to the sectional 
area of the core. For this reason a core '.4 
inch in diameter will transmit four times as 
many lines as a core 1,8 inch in diameter, if 
all other conditions were the same. We should 
not advise the winding of an electromagnet 
and bending the core after the winding. It is 
much better to wind the coils on spools which 
will slide over the iron core and put them in 
place after the core ha's been bent into its 
final shape. 

(10874) N. R. R. asks: Will you 
please let me know whether natural ice is 
colder than manufactured ice or not? The la�
tel" is made at a temperature of 20 degrees 
above zero, and natural ice undergoes a tem
perature sometimes many degrees colder. Does 
it retain this greater cold? A. All ice, natural 
or artifiCial, in any place below the freezing 

point will have the temperature of that place; 
in any place above the freezing point it wiII 
have the temperature of the freezing point. 
Ice does not retain its temperature below the 
freezing point. It cannot be heated above the 
freezing point, under ordinary circumstances. 
Like any other solid, ice is cooled in the 
winter to the temperature of the air, be it 
zero or below, and becomes warmer as the 
temperature rises till its melting point is 
reached. Then it cannot be made hotter. It 
changes its condition to the liquid form. 

(10875) H. C. D. asks: Being a con
stant reader of your valuable paper, I take 
the liberty of asking you to kindly inform me 
through your Notes and Queries column 
whether the following statements which ap
pear in the Encyclopredia Britannica (vol. xi, 
pages 66 and 67) are correct. Under the head
ing "Gravitation," paragraph 2, it says: 

that is intended to make 36 knots per hour. 
A. The "Dreadnought" was illustrated and' de
scribed in the issue of the SCIENTIFIC AMERI
CAN of August 25, 1906. We have no data 
respecting the other vessels mentioned. 

(10877) E. R. asks: Will you please 
state in your query column how many revo
lutions the earth ml!.kes in 365 days? A. The 
earth makes 366 revolutions on its axis in 
365 solar days. One rotation of the earth 
on its axis is completed when a star which 
was due south last night is to-night in the 
same position. Since the earth is also moving 
in an orbit around the sun, the 'star seems to 
reach the south point about four minutes 
earlier each night than it did the previous 
night. The earth must tum on its axis, about 
four minutes of time more to bring the sun to 
tlfe same place day by day. This extra time 
constitutes the difference in length between the 
solar and. the sidereal day, and in a year 
ca uses that there shall be one sidereal day 
more than there are solar days. There are 
365 solar days and 366 sidereal days in each 
year. The sidereal day is the true measure 
of the rotation of the earth on its axis with 
reference to a star or to a fixed point in abso
lute space. 

"Movement of a FaIling Body.-Our knowledge 
of the force of gravitation being ultimately 
founded on observation and experiment, it wiII 
be convenient at this point to describe the ex
perimEmts by which a knowledge of the laws 
of motion of a faIling body may be ascer
tained. We shall first describe these experi
ments, and then we shall discuss the laws to 
which we are conducted by their aid. A be
ginner is apt to be surprised when he is told (10878) H. B. C. asks: 1. Why is it 
that a heavy and a light body will fall to the that a light, when put into a llO-volt circuit, 
ground in the same time if let drop from the will not short·circuit the current, while a piece 
same 'height. Yet nothing can be easier than of small copper wire of about the same length 
to prove this important fact experimentally. as the filament of the lamp, when placed in 
Take a piece of cork in one hand and a bullet the same 'position, will immediately short
in the other, and drop these two objects at circuit? I have found it to be a fact that 
the same moment from the same height. They when an incandescent light's globe breaks, the 
wiII reach the ground together. Nor wiII the filament does the same as the piece of copper 
results be different if we try a stone and a wire, provided, of course, that the current is 
piece of wood." On page 67 it says: "The on. Do I not, therefore, have reason for 
various experiments to which we have re- thinking that the air has something to do with 
ferred suffice to establish the very important this? A. When the globe of an incandescent 
result that the time occupied by a body in lamp breaks, the hot filament is instantly 
faIling to the surface of the earth, if dropped burned by the oxygen of the air just as any 
from a point above it, is independent of the other piece of carbon would be. The current 
mass of the body as well as of the materials is not short-circuited by the filament. The 
of which the body is composed." I always un- fiash of light which is seen is due to the 
derstood it to be a well�known fact that the chemical action of burning the filament, and 
velocity of faIling bodies depends upon the not to any electrical action. When the circuit 
specific gravity and the density of the medium is bridged by a short copper wire, the resist
through which they pass, and I am therefore ance of the copper wire is small and a large 
at a loss to understand the meaning of the fiow of amperes takes place, which heats and 
paragraph referred to. That the above para- melts and also bums the copper. This is 
graphs cannot possibly refer to bodies faIIlng what is meant by a "short circuit." 2. How 
in a vacuum seems to be shown by the sen- may a small, practical, 110-volt current elec
tence: "Take a piece of cork in one hand and tric heater 'be made? Is not German silver 
a bullet in the other, and drop these two ob- wire the best for this purpose? A. If you 
jects at the same J[Ioment from the same want an electrical heater which may be at
height." A. The article which you quote from tached to a lamp socket, wind about 200 to 220 
the Encyclopredia Britannica was written by ohms of fine German silver wire on porcelain 
Prof. Ball, Astronomer Royal of Ireland at tubes and mount in some convenient fashion. 
the time he wrote it. It is hardly likely that SUPPLEMENT 1112, price 10 cents, contains 
he was" in error on so simple a matter as the valuable data concerning electrical heaters. 3. 
fall of a cork and a bullet from the hand to What is the smallest size of wire allowed by 
the ground. Have you tried it for yourself? the Fire Underwriters' Association for wiring 
Had you done so, you could hardly have writ- building with 110-volt current? I have been 
ten the letter to us. The experiment is sim- using what is known as No. 14 rubber-covered 
pIe. So are others given by Prof. Ball. Try for my outside, and No. 14 weather-proof for 
them till you are convinced that it is the mat- my inside wiring. In this am I meeting the 
ter of the earth which draws bodies down to requirements or not? A. No. 14 wire is al
its surface, and that the rate of fall is not lowed by the Underwriters to' carry 12 amperes 
dependent upon the weight or the density of in rubber insulation, and 16' amperes in other 
the body faIIlng. This was demonstrated by insulations. 4. Do wires necessarily need to 
GaIiIeo at the Leaning Tower of Pisa before be soldered in joining them to make them 
the immortal demonstration of the law of more electrically and mechanically perfect? A. 
gravitation by Newton. The paragraphs you In good work wires are always soldered at 
refer to have no dependence upon the other junctions to other wires. No other connection 
fact that the lightest and heaviest bodies fall is allowed. 
alike in a vacuum. They refer to the fact (10879) J. C. B. says: 1. In what 
that all moderately heavy bodies fall prac- probable way does Edison expect to utilize tically alike through the air. Very light things cobalt? Can he use the chlorine gas from it 
are retarded enough 'by the air to have their as a motive power? If not, how to use it in rate of fall changed by the resistance of the storage batteries? A. We regret to say that medium through which they are faIIlng. we are not able to answer your inquiry, "In 

(10876) H. M. asks: 1. Why are the' what probable way does Mr. Edison expect to 
guns on battleships not larger than 45 caliber, utilize cobalt?" etc. It would be a hazardous 
12-inch? Is it because, they are strong thing to attempt to tell what Mr. Edison will 
enough, or because an ordinary ship is unable probably do, or may be expected to do. We 
to carry larger guns? A. 45 calibers is found doubt if he tells any one, even if he knows 
to be the maximum length which can be used himself, what he expects to do. We may say 
to advantage for the 12-inch gun. The greater that there is no chlorine in cobalt, and no mo
length would prove cumbersome, and necessi- tive power in chlorine. We are sure that Mr. 
tate larger turrets to accommodate the greater Edison does not expect to find either of these 
weight back of the trunnions. 2. By what results in his investigations. 2. In ante· 
fQrmula is the displacement of ships known bellum days he,re in North CarOlina, by rub
before they are laun<:hed? A. The displace- bing a pocket knife blade across the point8 of 
ment of ships is found by calculating the the olq fiat strap iron on the railroad track, 
cubical bulk of the ship below the waterline. the blades of the knife so rubbed became highly 
3. Would it be possible t6 build torpedo boats magnetic, capable of lifting iron ,or steel ob
of say 400 tons with a speed of 45 knots? A. jects of considerable weight, a fourpenny nail 
In the present state of the art it would be im- or larger perhaps. I have so done often my
possible to build a hull' of 400 tons displace- self, but after some forty years cannot say 
ment which would fioat horse-power necessary positively I raised anything heavier than a 
to give a speed of 45 knots. The "Viper," a fourpenny nail. Have tried the present T-iron 
torpedo boat of slightly over 400 tons, holds rail repeatedly, with no magnetism re8ulting 
the record for speed of slightly over 36 knots at all. Why is this? The magnetic proper
an hour. The horse-power increases as more ties were then well known, but do not know 
than the cube of the speed, and hence the if I can now establish the fact by another wit
weight of the engines to give a propeller thrust ness than myself. A. Any magnetizing of a 
lIuitable for a speed of 45 knots would be knife by stroking it on a rail was due to the 
altogether prohibitive. 4. a. A description of fact that the rail was a magnet. If the old 
the 21-inch torpedo in use in the United States experiment cannot now be repeated, it is be
navy. A. The United States 21-inch torpedo cause the present rail is not a magnet. 3 .  
was described i n  the SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN o f  From w h a t  source does t h e  ocean derive its 
January 6, ,1906. b. A description of the 45- intense saltiness, and how retain same in uni
centimeter torpedo in use in the German navy. form strength? A. The salt now in the ocean 
A. We are not aware that any data regarding has been in the past ages washed out of the 
the German 45-centimeter torpedo have been land or dissolved from beds of salt in the 
made public. 5. Is there any work giving com- earth to which the water gained access. The 
plete statistics of all rapid-fire guns in use in saltness remains, since all the water which 
the large navies? A. Brassey's Naval Annual evaporates from the ocean is fresh water. 
gives full statistics. 6. Please put an article The original water was fresh. It became salt 
in your paper that treats of the new ships by dissolving salt from the earth. 4. Why are 
now building in England, I. e., "Dreadnought," the conventional number of guns (21) fired in 
armored cruiser "Orion," T. B. destroyer honor of the President of the United States? 
"Afridi," and the special type torpedo boat, Is it by Congressional enactment? Why 21 
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and not 1a for original in thirteen State s ?  A. 
'rhe firing of 21 guns as a sallite for the na· 
tional /lag, the President of this Ol' other 
countries, or the sovereigns of foreign states, 
is  an international custom. 

( 10880 ) M. W. and C. P. write: We 

would like to know, through the columns of 
your valuable paper, how a boiler of 15 horse· 
power, that is only in nse about three months 
during a year, should be left. Should it be 

E n g i n e  a n d  Foot Lathes filled with watcr o r  empty, and should the 
smokestack be protected ? A. A boiler to be 
laid up for a season should be thoroughly 
cleaned on the inside, filled with water with 
steam on, so as to be full of hot water that 
has been hoiled, up to the safety valve. The 
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part where such lodge. Then close fire doors, 
ash pit, and put a cap on the smokestack. 
With this treatment laid·up boilers do not rust 
inside or outside. It is the moist all' drawn 
through a laid-up boiler that does damage by 
rust. 

( 1088 1 )  C. F. C .  ask s :  1 .  Are lantern 

slides ( which are printed by contac t) more 
sen81til'e to the light than carbon velox ?  l<'or 
instance, a plate that printed a good clear 
llictui'e on cal'bon velox in 15 seconds, being 
held 12 inches from a la rge size house lamp, 
would a lan tem slide take longer or shorter 
time to print i t ?  A. Lantem slide plates are 
always slow plates, much less sensitive than 
ordinary p lates. A longer exposure is reo 
quired. 2. Have you a SUPPLEMEN'l' telling 
how to make lantern slides ? A. We can send 
you "Photo-J\liniatme Lantem Slides," price 
twenty-live cents, and Elmendorf's "lIow to 
Make and Color I.antem Sl ides," price $1 by 
mail. We can send you SL'pPLE�mN'l' 48:1, 517, 
724, 1062, 1082, on slide making, for ten cents 
each. 3. ,Uso, llOW to make a lantern slide 
camera for making slides from 4 "  5 negatives ? 
A. SUPPLEhn:NT 62:5 tells how to make a bel
lows for a camera to tal,e 4 x ;'  negatives, and 
in Elmendorf's book therc is a chapter on 
working with a camera in slide making. 4. 
Is there a magic lantem made which takes 
standard sl ides and burns 011 for the l ight ? 
Is this done, and are the pictures clear when 
thrown on the screen ? A. Yes. The pictures 
cannot be enlarged more tban four feet in di
ameter with oil lamps since the l ight hecomes 
so faint by diffusing it ove.r so large a screen. 

( 10882) E. E. S. asks : 1 .  What is the 

best way to mount a map on a muslin backing, 
and would a window shade be suitabl e ?  A. 

The Perfect,"on "Trench 
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thing that you manufacture or 
deal in. A prompt reply may 
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NEW BOOKS, ETC. 
THE BUILDING MECHANICS' READY REFER

EXCE. Cement 'Workers' and Plaster
ers' Edition. By H. G. Richey, Sup
erintendent of Construction of U. S. 
Public Buildings. N ew Yor k :  John 
WIley & Sons. l6mo. ; 458 pages, 
193 illustrations. Price, $1.50. 

Of the making of handbooks there is no 
end, but their multi plication i s  hardly more 
rapid than that of highly specialized branches 
of engineering construction ; and, if we may 
j udge from tbe number ot inquiries received, 
not only from builders' mechanics but from 
architects and engineers, Information on tbe 
lines of reinforced and otber concrete work 
is  less completely supplied tban in other 
branches. This want Mr, Ricbey's latest work 
seems to very adequately supply ; the mensura
tion and miscellaneous tables are as complete 
as in the earlier editions for other builders' 
mechanics, those for transmutation from one 
system of measurement to another being ex
ceptionally so. The various hints and recipes 
and the rules for superintendence are most 
practical ; and as regards tests, analyses, and 
specifications for cements, we cannot tbink of 
any p ractical detail upon wbich we desire in
formation wbich we cannot find in tbese pages. 
Tbat most essential feature of a useful hand
book, tbe index, has received proper attention 
and the illustrations are excellent, coated 
paper having been used where required for the 
reproduction of pbotograpbic balf-tones, the 
remainder of the book being printed on thin 
paper to reduce bulk and keep it within dimen
sions convenient for the pocket. 

NOTES ON HYDROELECTRIC DEVELOPMENTS, 
By Preston Player. New York : Mc
Graw Publishing Company, 1908. 
16mo. ; pp. 68. Price, $1. 

The present book deals witb tbe commercial 
aspect of an industry in whicb investors, capi
talists, and bankers are mucb interested, as 
schemes for tbe utilization of water power 
are constantly coming to the fore. It is the 
object of this short discussion to indicate as 
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Fair Rates 
IN controversies as to rates, the 

policy of the American Telephone 
and Telegraph Company and its 
Associate Bell . Companies has 

been to make a .complete and absolute 
showing of the condition, cost and 
value of plant, cost and value of service, 
cost and necessity of proper main
tenance, and the broad position is taken 
that neither this company nor its asso
ci ated Bell companies have anything 
to conceal or anything to apologise for. 

The capitalization of all the com
panies is conservative, far within justi
fiable limits, and in the relation be
tween the replacement value of the 
properties and the capitalization of the 
companies, unique. 

Fair rates, therefore, should be au
thorized or acquiesced in, for it is only 
by fair rates that good service to the 
public and permanent, healthy condi
tions can be created or maintained. 
With a full knowledge of all surround
ing circumstances and conditions, it is 
believed that this will' be fully acqui
esced in by the public. 

Fair rates should and do insure high
class plant and equipment maintained 
at a high-state of efficiency, and provide 
fair wages to employes-the highest 

' paid for similar class of employment. 
Both ' of these are necessary to good 
service. 

Fair rates should give fair return on 
the i nvestment, and promise fair return 
on new money needed. This is nec
essary to maintain the interest of the 
existing shareholders in the proper ad
ministration of the business, as well as 

to provide for the continually increas' 
ing public demand. 

Any revenue produced over and 
ahove such requirements and the proper 
reserve to provide for contingencies can 
be used for the benefit of the public, 
allowing the company to retain  a part 
sufficient to stimulate the most efficient 
and economical management. 

It would be difficult, if not impossi
ble, to get effective and economical 
management, such as would produce 
the best results for both the public and 
the shareholders, without recognizing 
this principle. 

I t  does not seem possible that there 
can be any question of the j ustice of 
this position. That being granted, the 
facts to be settled are :-

Is the management honest and com
petent? 

What is  the investment ? 
Is the property represented by that in

vestment maintained at a high standard ? 
What percentage of return does it 

show? 
Is that a fair return ? 
Is it obtained by a reasonable distri

bution of gross charges ? 
If these questions are answered sat

isfactorily-and they are in the pub
lished reports of the offices of this 
company-there can be no basis for 
conflict between the company and the 
public, and the less the working con
ditions are made inflexible by legisla
tive proscription, the better will be the 
solution of the constantly changing 
problems incident to maintaining the 
universal telephone service wisely de
manded by the public. 
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A Clean Shave 
There is no use in trying to get a clean shave 
wilh a dull razor. The blade mu,t be ,Iropped 
every time it is used to get good n�!u!t!. No " eel  can poooibiy hold its edge withoul 
stropping, no matter what the maker 
may claim. The G AY L 0 AUTOMATIC S T R O P P E  will "" harpen any blade in 1 0 
,econds. N 0 skill i. required . ........ _--"_ A child can use it 
M o n e y  r e f u n d e d  if n o t  e n t i r el y  sati s f a ctory, 

In case with barbers' genuine Horse Hide Strop, $ 2.00 
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receipt of price. Be sure to state for what mak.e of Blade. 
Write for descriptive circular. 
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Th- most \1�to�ate :md complete light,.. ing sytrtem 0" the Ulark.:t. �:It,"iful 6::1· Imt!s for th� home. Ati.r3.ctive hIgh can· dle power inverted srt:8 tor stort:s. bAils, ptc. The lwst proposition goiug forhust_ 
�\�� �:ri���riteH�'o��;l!���� �� 

SuperIor MtC. ('0. lOt Seeolld St., A.nn Arbor, !Uch. 

r.;===� LEAR� TO 

DRAW 
w�l�

o
npre!a:r, mr:g:�d, '2jl�i�:: I work fO�oyr;:��,i 

==!�� ��ee ���: 

1l1mtf'ali'fl.g, CarlQon.ing, Omtm".. cial Duignillg llluKbt by stllsts trnmed ill American and Europ"<!tm SchoolR_ Jnstruc-
�/dd��te:o;lu�:c�:!��"er�f��8ne:�\��,�:\I�:7n8. 

: 'fest Work Sent FUEE to nscertain individual talents snd nt-ed9. St.3te cou,." w:mtecl. You o.s,. 

fictency or discoura.p'l t:nro.lmont. 

.!IIne no obli1!':ttion. Meclt.anical, ..A.,.c"iI«lural and 
Shed MUGI lbluNI. Prajhng also taught .uccessfully. 
A.CllE School ot Dro.wlllg, 1173 South St., Knlamll1oo, IUch. 

If interested, ask about. The ACME Resident. Scbool lu KallWl.Uoo. 

How to Construct 
An Independent Interrupter 

In SCIENTIFIC AMERIC.Iol< S1:PPLEMENT. 1 6 1 � .  

t\;e��:�e�\c:o�8J llff:w?i:;�g;.s at! i�)de���d����� 1 ii�i� in terrupter may be constructed for a larlle ind uction coil. This article should be read ill cunnecthm with )ir. Collins' article in !:SCIE:"4TIFIC .AMERJC..A� SUPPLE" 
" ENT, 1 605, .. How to Construct a 1 00-1Uile 
Wi .. ele." Telegraph Outfil." Each Supplement costs 10 cents ; 20 cents for tbe two. Order from your newsdealer or from 
MUNN 6: CO., ·361 Broadway, New York 

Wizard Repeating 

LIQUID PISTOL 
,nil stop the most yir.lou8 dog  (or 
mllll) withuut permallent Injury. Pl!r-
�:�����ft'��sCl��J :�\�la��sdb;g��lli�g the Irlg(ler. Loarls froUl any Liquid. No cartridges required. Over six shots in on� IO:l�in£. A}I dealers. or by mail. &Oe. R\lbb�r-(,lIyered Holster, tOe. WI1,.h Pistol, &.,CI. Money. order or U. S. 81:ll11lJ8. No coins, 
PA.RKEH, STEARNS " CO., 226 South Street, Dept. 0, New York 

Palmer Motors 
Twoand FourCyc)e. One. Two and Four Cylinder. �tationary aLld Marine, One to 'l'wenty H. P. Catalogue It'''REK 
PALMER BROS . ,  Cos Cob, Conn. 

Kl!w York ' 30 �:a8t 20th Street. Pbil:'Uielphia : The Bourse BOliton : 85 Uniou 5tr�et Portland, M�.: Portland Pier Seattle, Wuh.: Colmau Dock 
Vaucuuver, D. C.: l�OO Powell S'. 
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